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In his very informativeand.yrovocarive paper, Professor Newmann concerned himself

both with.4what it happening in American schools and what he believes ought to be happening
4.

in them. FirSt he described what he calls "mainstream practice" or the modal pattern of

instruction in the social studies. .Secondly, he provided an analysis ofowhat he 16

4

perceives tote the strengths and weakneSses of the body of thought that is emerging from

the writings of academics of radical persuasion. Finally, Professor Newmann suggested

an 'agenda of inquiry" which he deems essential ".if historically periistent, regressive:

forms of social education!' are to be effectively challengetl. That "agenCia of inquiry ",

based on the world-view of radicial academics, would consist of 'IcnOwled6e0 be taugh"

whith emphasizes the significance of dominant intbrests, struggles for autonomy,

contradictions, and the social construction of knowledge." Such ideas, say radical

academics should not be "foisted upon" students and teachers. _Mey should instead

-
emerge from "critical discourse " about particular, local circumstances which by

connecting teachers and students, to their own cultural histories will "empower them to

1,r, define their own turi'itulum."
-.J.

N) k

I appreciate this opportunity tecomment on Professor Newmann's paper. In view of

.

the limited time available, :13, observations will be limited to two main points. First

.)
---, I would `like to draw attention to several significant developments in,the sOciall'studies

Qi
which deserve more notice than Professor Newmann accorded them. Secondly, I would-like

111 to focus on some very fundamental problems that stem from trying to plumb the radical

approach', even if that approach were to be desired.

2.
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This is a time of great ferment-in American education. Throughout the nation there

is mountin concern abodt the shortcomings of the schools. The year 1983 saw the.

publicarim b 16 major reform reports.,' In the first half of 1984 four additional reports

44klik

made their appearance, and more are in.the Offing: The primary focus of most. of those

'reports is the high school, admittedly the most troubled of the United States'
.. .-

educational.institutions. And many of these reports concern themselve,s with the social

studies. ,

T4., prolife ation of reports on the health of American schools is.a signifi -cant

development. The importafte of those reports goes well beyond their specific

recommendations; the occurrence of-so mang,reports and studies has created.a climate that

demands attention and that already has resulted inaction: Twenty-nine states have

increased their requirementssfor.graduation, and a'number of those states have increased'

the years which must be devoted to social studies. In April of this year, New York

increased the number of years of social studies required for high school graduation from

three to four. New York also mandated the study of foreign language for the first time,

.

and it is revamping its state examination system.. Inthe wake of those changes, the New

York State Legislature approved a $460 million increase in school ald, the largest.boost

in the'state's. history.

California's legislature enacted a far-readjing educationalreform bill, SB 813,

which was signed into law on July 28, 1983. Inii,that law's introductory statemenk, the

legislature asserted its belief that schools."should develop each pupillsiense of

respect of self.and others, personal and social responsibility and critical thinking."

Then the legislatureowent on to mandate three years of Social studies in grades 9-12,

including United States, history and geography -; world history, culture and geography;

American government, civics, and economics. Like New York, 'California will rely on

statewide-testing in grades 3, 6, 8, 10 and 12 ,to insure that the curriculufl as

spelled out in its History-Social Science Framework and in legislation is taught in
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classrooms. And again following New York's lead; California's li e just this month

provided for very substantial increases:in the funding of schoOl

reformCritics of'the reform reports have faulted them for
.

Over-e,,,. qhat.ha been

called "the Toyota problem," that is the problem of improving product and

efficiency and their lack of attention to teaching children how and why participate
',..

in the democratic process. Some reports deserve castigation on chat sc re, but sweeping
s ,

'IritiCisM of all of the is unjustified. Certain 'of the reports do de' e considerable

)h

attention to both the process and the content of education, and they arL specifically

Concerned that both process and content serve the humane ends of education. I would

direct your attention.tosthe'Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement. of Teaching proposals

which. are contained in'Ernest Boyer4s book entitled High School. The Core Curriculum

. of Common Learning which the Carnegie-Report espouses is a studyof those consequential

-

*ideas, experi ences, and traditions 'common to all of; us by virtue-of ournembership in the

human family at-a partitplar moment in history, The content of that core- curricuTum is

to extend -beyond academic specialities or discreet disciplines sand focus on more transcenden%
a.

issues, moving from courses to coherence.

he Carnegie Report proposes a one-semester seminar on work in which students would ,
.

consider wh t determines the status and rewards of different formS of work as well as probe:

the deeper meanings of work in the various cultures. The curriculum also includes the I
.

completion of a Senior. Indepvident Project by each student. The student would investigate- I

P Y

and write a report that focuses on a significant.social issue which draws-uron the
. ,

,s,_

various fields' otf.study in-the academic core. Still another attribute of the Carnegie

. - . .

plan is ijs Service Term which would extend beyond the forMal acadepric program and: it

require each student to participate in volunteer service A'the communities of which '4'

they are a part. ,

The Carnegie Program puts all students on a single track. It does not 4serve

the Seminar on Work, the Service Term or the Independent Study for just qose who are

4
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academically.able. Theprogram is intended to ensure that all young people will'realize

their full potentill. Consequently it is designed to` keep career options open and to

.make possible a smooth,transition to work ancifui-ther education.

I have prepared a digest of the Carnegie recommendation's, because' they constitute

a blue-phnt.for curricular improvement, and because they have far-reathing'implications

for helping students understand and act in larger socio-civic tpheres: A copy of that

digest is available to any of you who may like one.

A second refo'rm pwoposal. worthy of,attention because itytoo, is Concerned with

the larger aspects of education is The Paideia Pleosal. Written by Mortimer Adler on

behalf of the Paideia Group of'23 educators and scholars,"it takes as its basic premise

that all children are educable in the deepest'sense of the word; they canbe educated

to participate knowledgeably as citizens and to reach.their fullest human potential in

menta1,4 moral, and spiritu-al growth. To shunt some children aside as Merely trainable

,

for a job is discriminatory. A democratic society must provide not only an equal.

quantity of basic schooling' for.ll, but an equal quality.

To provide education of equal quality for all, the Paideia Proposal espouses a
. .-

,three- pronged approach to learning or ways of improving thtinind:
.

. .

. .

1: The acquisition of organized knowledge including knowledge of history, geography

and social studies,.is' to be,didactic: lecture, textbooks, and recitation.
a

$ This is curtentl)ithe major form of learning in most schOols, as Professor'-.

ri IC
.

. .

Newmann and others have pointed out.. II,
/

1

2. The development of intellectual skills. To continue' learning throughout life,

students must acquire and practice_not only the,skills of reading, writing,

speaking, listening.and calculating; but the skill's of problem solving, \

observing, measuring, estimating, and eercng critical judgement. To

develop such skills requires observation of a skilled practitioner, drill,
4

andsuperyised practice,-Very much on the model of players instructed by an .t

athletic ,coach. Therefore, "coaching" is thft name which Adler gives to the method

5



by which intellectual skills are to be devel6pe.

3. Enlarged understanding of ideas and values. This form'of lear7ihg.is to take

pTece in the seminar where the teacher and the students engage, in Socratic

dialogue. '

Like the Carnegie Program, The Paideia Proposal rejects the idea of tracking. It

recommends a tommon curriculum for all students,,because it assumes that all children'.

are eager to learn and to be challenged and that they share a common humanity, common

.civil rights, and the common-right to the pursuit of happiness. But the Proposal
.0

cautions that social 'Change is required, if it ts to succeed. Students'cannot be.

expected to strtve: if they face certain unemployment. Society must be committed to .

full'empioyMent. Further, parents and students must, understand that education is meant

to provide more than financial advantage for individuals; it should foster the living

of .a good life.

The Paideia Proposal currently is being piloted in the Chicago City Schools, the

Atlahta,'GeorgiaSchobls, and in schools in Massachusetts, California and other states.

.Apartcfromthe importance orthe reports and the propOsals for cUrricular changes

which the best of them suggest, mention needs to be made of the ways in which profeisional
4

orOnizations in the social studies,andlhe diSciplfhes are attempting to influence what

iShappening in American schools. IheNational Co6ncil for the.Social Studies published

an Essentials Statement designed to acquaint the general public with the goals of
.

instruction in theSocial Studies. That pamphlet has bieen-widelY distributed throughout

th j nation and has influenced a number of school boards. The NationalCouncil also

hag set to work on a suggested scope.and sequence for instruction: Its earliest drafts
41

have not been 'tea well received, but the stage at ,least has been sqt for dfscussibn and

debate of a desirible pattern for the social studies.

Organiiations which represent the various disciplines are becoming, increasingly

active in the elementary and secondary schools. Some of tberare concerned with
, .

(

production of model courses a study and/or scope and sequence documents for their

6
41. .



particular academic areas. Two specific examples, are economics and geography. The

American Historical Association and the Organization of American Historians have

formed special committees 'concerned with the teaching of history in elementary and

16 secondary schools. These organizations are sponsoring a wide variety of special

training programs, seminars, and workshops for teachers. They combined"forces to work

with other groups interested in history to sponsor National History Day. That

program which encourages upper elementary and secondary school students to do original

research in history began in 1980 with a few students to a. few states participating.

By 1982.some 65,000 students in 32 states took part. This year, 1984, saw 150,000

e
students participating in 44 states in.local, county, and state programs. Winners of

the state competitions now are gathered for a full week devoted to the celepratton of

history and learning at the University of Maryland.

Another' example of the involvement of, particular organizations in the.social

studies programn the schools is the involvement of the legal profession and the

various law-related education projects. Timetpermits mention of just one program of

significance, the Mock Trial Program. last year some 15 thousand or more students in

21 states and the District of Columbia assumed the roles of prosecuting and defense

attorneys and witnesses to prepare and present a hypothetical case in real.courts of

,

law and before their regular presiding judges. Evaluations of the Mock Trial program

attest to its value in providing'bothicognitive growth and in fostering better

understanding of the law and the-concept of ju&tice.
. .

The examples of programs and proposals which bode well for the social studies

which have,been cited should not be taken as indications that all iT well in American

schools. The need for reform and revitalization in the social studies is great. But

whether that need can be met by adcipting "an agenda of inquiry" which would incorporate

'what Professor Newmann calls "the potentially appealing aspects of the radical

perspective" is very doubtful.

Let me say at this jun.cture'that I certainly support "an agenda of inquiry ", if.

41:
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by that'we mean the process of active learning and critical thinking and discovse which

will help students become more humane, more ins" htful, and more active participants

in democratic societies. But I see some very fundamental problems with trying to

take a radical approach to education.

One major problem is that the radicals seem to begin with conclusions. They

have established a lirie to-follow as evidenced by their talk of "knowledge to be taught".

Inquiry, therefore, would begin from convictions or premises already established, so

that despite the radicals insistence that they do not want their ideas "foisted upon"

others, it looks as though they really are looking to students for support of.those

ideas rather than for inquiry into the aksumptfons or premises on which thqse ideas

rest.

A second major prqblem is one which Professor Newmann identified in his paper.

The writing of radic'al authors contains "mystifying jargon, excessively abstract and

deterministic analyses." What is more, the radicals propose no curriculum anti offer no

programs. They rely instead on'the vague hope that if teachers are "empowered" over

their curriculum and pedagogy, if they and their students are "connected to their own

cultural histories";they will "define" their own curriculum. Reality argues against .

such reliance. In the May, 1984 ,issue of Focus, a newsletter of `the Joint Center for

Political Studies which conducLs research on public policy issues of special concern

to black Americans, Eddie N. Williams describes one study.of the dynamics of racial

cobsciousnest in these words:
t -

.'!By drawing attentjon to their status as a deprived and oppressed group, black

consciousness helps blacks to replace the more negative overtones of the

Protestant work ethic with a 'system-blame' ethic.... The result is a heightened

sense .Of personal efficacy and increased mistrust of the political system."

Williamsthemoet on to observe that "This new political mood confronts. us with two

critical *factors, efficacy and mistrust. A sense of `personal efficacy Is the most

important determiment of voter participation among Americans. It can override the

attitudinal handicaps that inhibit participation by .low- income blacks who otherwise



are'the least likely to register and vote.... But Me other side of the coin is increased

mistrust of the political system. Obviously, mistrust is not,a healthy attitude, and

it can turn the cycle in the opposite direction, reducing political participation and

thus the political efficacy of the black community."

A third problem of considerable importance is that 'teachers the very persons on

whom we must re y for establishing the necessary climate and eriming in Socratic dialogue

with students re not equipped to do so. Their Own collegiate e4erience, in most .

instances, p vided them with no mode.k: And their own personal predilections.scargely

equip them to play the role of policy analystand social critic. Teachers are not "mover:,

and shakers" nor are they great risk-takers, Some studies e)en'sbggest that teachers

who'chooSe to remain in teaching today are less competent than those who leave it

(Schlecty and Vance, 1981; Atkins; 1982). A more persuasive-perspective is offered by

Chapman and Hutcheson (1982) who view teachers electing to remain in the profession

as possessing somewhat different competencies from thc:4 who leave. Using self-reportiny

querstionnaire data, they found that respondents remaining in teaching perceived

themselves as having good explaining, supervising, and organizing skill; those who left

saw themselves as having better analytic skills.

A fourtb and final problem with attempting to incorporate a radical perspective
. .

stems from the fact that teachers and'academics are not the only ones who can make

decisions about what is to be taught and how it is to be taught: As John W.Aarciner,.

fo.rMer U.S. Secretary Health, Education and Welfare observed, "Education is too

important to be left to educators." Ip democratic societies killjoy decisions

ultimately are made by the polity, and as of this moment the polity in the United

States can best be described as "mainstream ".

Let me conclude with an observation made by Linda McNeil of the Wisconsin Center /

fpr Public Policy in, the Journal oe'Curriculum, 1981:

"The literature which is critical of schooling tends to focus on those aspects

that might constrain and control individeals and thereby contribute to
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legitimating and maintaining existing social'structures. But there are'also

aspects of the curricuTp and contexts of schools that are potentially liberating.

Insofar as they enable student to develop sociallj, valued knowledge and skills,

i.e. cultural capital or to form their own peer groups' and sub-cultures, they

may contribute to personal and collective autonomy and to possible critique and

.challenge of existing norms'and institutions.:..

Schools are neither the'all-powerful instruments of cultural and economic

reproduction some have claimed them tp be nor the ?rice sources of

emancipation as others have promised, Yet, while schools are neither, they provide

opportunities for both."

v/
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